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Abstract
This paper demonstrates how three stochastic process algebras can be
mapped on to a generally-distributed stochastic transition system. We demonstrate an aggregation technique on these stochastic transition systems and
show how this can be implemented as a matrix-analysis method for finding
steady-state distributions. We verify that the time complexity of the algorithm is a considerable improvement upon a previous method and discuss
how the technique can be used to generate partial steady-state distributions
for SPA systems.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we describe a matrix analytic method for producing steady-state
distributions in a state-wise fashion from semi-Markov processes. We present a
mapping from some popular SPAs to their equivalent semi-Markov processes. We
then demonstrate how the SMPs can be aggregated to a normal form, in which an
individual steady-state probability can be calculated.
The reduction to the normal form is specifically targeted for analysis of an
individual state, so each reduction will only yield a single state of the steadystate distribution. Thus the method can be used to look at specific states for which
the distribution is required. If, say, a reward vector operating on a distribution is
particularly sparse, then only the portion of the steady-state distribution for which
the reward vector is non-zero will need to be calculated.
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The stochastic processes and systems which can be analysed by this method
are ones which have a finite expansion as semi-Markov processes and thus include continuous-time Markov chains, Markovian process algebras, generallydistributed pre-emptive restart process algebras, and phase-type and Coxian distributed pre-emptive resume process algebras. Therefore in figures 1–3 we provide a mapping from PEPA [5], MTIPP [4] and a generally-distributed SPA [1] to
their underlying stochastic transition system (which is our algebraic notation for
a semi-Markov process).
In the remainder of this paper we will briefly summarise stochastic transition
systems and the normal form reduction technique. We will then go on to describe
the matrix method which describes this reduction and discuss issues of algorithm
complexity.

2 Stochastic Transition Systems
2.1 Stochastic Transition Systems and Semi-Markov Processes
A semi-Markov process (or Markov renewal process) is defined as fZ (t ); t  0g,
where Z (t ) represents the state of a process at time t. From a state i, there is a
probability pi j , i; j  0 that the system will enter state j next with an arbitrarily
distributed delay, Fi j (t ). The Markovian label comes from the fact that on entering
each state there is no memory of any previous state.
Traditionally, steady-state distributions of semi-Markov processes are found
from the embedded Markov chain which has P, elements pi j , as its transition
matrix. Thus q = Pq is solved in the usual way and the steady-state distribution
of the original semi-Markov process is obtained: πi = µi qi = ∑ j µ j q j , where µi is
the expected sojourn time in the ith state.
Clearly this still requires the calculation of the entire steady-state distribution
of the embedded Markov process. What we achieve in this paper is the direct
calculation of individual steady-state probabilities of the semi-Markov process
which are functions solely of the sojourn time in a state and the return time back
to that state (section 2.3). The return distribution, a useful stochastic quantity in
itself, is calculated using a smaller matrix and thus less computation than for
the entire steady-state distribution (section 3). This gives us the possibility of
calculating individual steady-state probabilities in less time than it would take to
calculate the whole distribution using traditional methods.
We use a stochastic transition system as a basic algebra to describe a semiMarkov process: a state S is defined as:
S ::= fX g:S

[ p]S

 [1 ? p]S

A

(1)

where X represents a continuous positive random variable and p, 0 < p < 1, is
a probability and A is a constant label. The  operator represents a probabilistic
branch in the transition system.
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2.2 Constructing Mappings to SPAs
We use a set of probabilistic mapping rules to turn various traditional stochastic
process algebras into their equivalent stochastic transition systems. The mapping
rules operate in a similar fashion to the functional semantics of [8] with the difference that they add the possibility of probabilistic operation. So in figure 1, we
aλ
bλ
interpret the competitive choice rule as: if P ?! P0 and Q ?! Q0 then we can inaλ µ
fer that with probability λ=(λ + µ), P + Q ?
??! P0 or with probability µ=(λ + µ),
aλ µ
0
??! Q . This embodies the competitive nature of the race condition and
P+Q ?
can be mapped directly onto the probabilistic branch construct of a stochastic
transition system.
Figure 1 shows the mapping rules for PEPA [5], figure 2 contains the mapping for MTIPP [4] and figure 3 describes a generally-distributed stochastic process algebra with pre-emptive restart [1]. As can be seen from the restart rule,
the fact that a pre-empted process gets restarted means that a history of residual distributions does not need to be kept by the algebra. The Last-to-Finish and
First-to-Finish synchronisation models referred to in figure 3 are the subject of [2]
and [1].
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2.3 Stochastic Normal Forms
2.3.1 Introduction
In the context of the rest of the paper a Cox-Miller Normal Form from [1] is a
2-state stochastic transition system such that: A = fX g:B and B = fY g:A. It is
useful because it has a steady-state distribution that is easily calculated [1, 9]:
πA = IE(X )=(IE(X ) + IE(Y )) and πB = IE(Y )=(IE(X ) + IE(Y )).
2.3.2 Motivation
In this section, we show that general stochastic transition systems can be reduced
to a normal form, using stochastic aggregation. The simplest of these normal
forms is the Cox-Miller Normal Form as described above. In the next section
we will show how the other normal form cases can themselves be solved using
the Cox-Miller result.
To understand the process of aggregation to the normal form, we should explain the stochastic motivation. This, in turn, will explain the structure of the
normal forms.
Given any chosen state, whose steady-state probability we wish to find, we
have to maintain the stochastic characteristics of that state within the system. In
a stochastic transition system, the system remains in a given state for a random
amount of time, i.e. the sojourn time in the state. The exact distribution of this
amount of time is defined by the distributions on the leaving transitions.
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Prefix

???! P
(a;λ)

(a; λ):P

Competitive Choice
P ?! P0 Q ?! Q0
(a;λ)

λ
λ+µ
µ
λ+µ

(b;µ)

??! P0
: P + Q ?????
(a;λ+µ)

??! Q0
: P + Q ?????
(b;λ+µ)

Cooperation (Blocking)
P ?! P0 Q ?! Q0
(a;λ)

P

(b;µ)

a 2 S; b 62 S

 Q ???! P  Q
(b;µ)

0

S

S

Cooperation (Passive)
P ?! P0 Q ?! Q0
>)

(a;λ)

(a;

a2S

 Q ???! P  Q
(a;λ)

P

0

0

S

S

Cooperation (Pre-emptive Restart/Resume)
P ?! P0 Q ?! Q0
(a;λ)

λ
λ+µ
µ
λ+µ

(b;µ)

 Q ???????! P  Q
 Q ???????! P  Q
:P
:P

(a;λ+µ)

S

0

S

(b;λ+µ)

a; b 62 S

0

S

S

Cooperation (Active)
P ?! P0 Q ?! Q0
(a;λ)

P

(a;µ)

 Q ???????! P  Q
(a;R)

S

0

0

a2S

S

where R =

µ
λ
ra (P) ra (Q)

min(ra (P); ra (Q))

Fig. 1. Probabilistic mapping for PEPA to a stochastic transition system. (The function ra () is defined
in [5]. The definitions of Constant and Hiding are not shown for reasons of space, but are in any case
identical to their functional definitions, also in [5].)
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Prefix

???! P
(a;λ)

(a; λ):P

Competitive Choice
P ?! P0 Q ?! Q0
(a;λ)

λ
λ+µ
µ
λ+µ

(b;µ)

: P + Q ?????
??! P0
(a;λ+µ)

: P + Q ?????
??! Q0
(b;λ+µ)

Synchronisation (Blocking)
P ?! P0 Q ?! Q0
(a;λ)

(b;µ)

??! P jjS Q0
P jjS Q ?
(b;µ)

a 2 S; b 62 S

Synchronisation (Pre-emptive Restart/Resume)
P ?! P0 Q ?! Q0
(a;λ)

λ
λ+µ
µ
λ+µ

(b;µ)

??! P0 jjS Q a; b 62 S
: P jjS Q ?????
(a;λ+µ)

??! P jjS Q0
: P jjS Q ?????
(b;λ+µ)

Synchronisation (Scaling factor)
P ?! P0 Q ?! Q0
(a;λ)

(a;µ)

P jjS Q ?????
??! P0 jjS Q0
(a;λµ)

a2S

Fig. 2. Probabilistic mapping for MTIPP to a stochastic transition system.
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Prefix
(a; X ):P

???! P
(a;X )

Competitive Choice
P ?! P0 Q ?! Q0
(a;X )

(b;Y )

<

IP(Y

<

jX

Y ) : P + Q ?????
??! P0
(a;X

IP(X

jY

Y)

<

??! Q0
X ) : P + Q ?????
(b;Y

<

X)

Synchronisation (Blocking)
P ?! P0 Q ?! Q0
(a;X )

(b;Y )

??! P jjS Q0
P jjS Q ?
(b;Y )

a 2 S; b 62 S

Synchronisation (Pre-emptive Restart)
P ?! P0 Q ?! Q0
(a;X )

(b;Y )

??! P0 jjS Q a; b 62 S
Y ) : P jjS Q ?????
(a;X

IP(X

<

IP(Y

<

jX

jY

Y)

<

X ) : P jjS Q ?????
??! P jjS Q0
(b;Y

X)

<

Synchronisation (Last-to-Finish)
P ?! P0 Q ?! Q0
(a;X )

(a;Y )

P jjS Q ?????
??! P0 jjS Q0
(a;max(X ;Y ))

a2S

Synchronisation (First-to-Finish)
P ?! P0 Q ?! Q0
(a;X )

(a;Y )

P jjS Q ?????
??! P0 jjS Q0
(a;min(X ;Y ))

a2S

Fig. 3. Probabilistic mapping for a generally-distributed stochastic process algebra with pre-emptive
restart.
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Therefore, a state in such a system is defined by its out-edges and preserving
the stochastic characteristic of the state means preserving its out-edges. Under
this restriction we would like to be able to simplify the remainder of the system
as much as possible. The next section shows that for each out-edge from a state,
the rest of the system can be stochastically aggregated to a single state with a
single return edge. So we create a class of systems with the same number of twostate cycles as there are out-edges from the state that we were originally carefully
“aggregating around”, shown in figure 4.

Fig. 4. The set of normal forms for a state with finite branching degree.

In doing this, we have fulfilled our wish to preserve the stochastic nature of
the state, since each out-edge still exists explicitly in the reduced system. We
have also preserved the context of the state within the original system, since the
“remainder of the system” behaviour is modelled in aggregated form by each of
the return edges in the cycles. These edges effectively represent the aggregated
system behaviour given that a particular out-edge was traversed.
2.3.3 Solution of Normal Forms
Cox-Miller Normal Form only occurs when aggregating around a state with a
single out-transition. We use this fact to solve the remaining normal forms. The
normal forms of figure 4 each consist of a central vertex of out-degree n  2. All
the adjacent vertices to the central state, i.e. the next ones out along the out-edges,
have out-degree one.
This is the key. Using the stochastic aggregation technique again, we can take
each of these “out-degree one” vertices in turn and aggregate to obtain a CoxMiller Normal Form. It is a simple matter now to find the stationary probabilities
for each of the degree one vertices and thus obtain the central vertex stationary
probability by summing and subtracting from 1.
More specifically, let us label the central vertex with out-degree n  2 as v.
Label the n adjacent vertices to v, vi for 1  i  n. For each vi , aggregate to
obtain a Cox-Miller Normal Form and solve for the stationary probability πvi .
Now πv = 1 ? ∑ni=1 πvi .
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3 A Matrix Algorithm for Creating Normal Forms
of Stochastic Transition Systems
3.1 Introduction
A graph-based proof of reduction of stochastic transition systems to their normal
forms was presented in [10], however the exponential complexity of the technique
prohibits its use as a practical tool. This graph-based method used the aggregation
rules presented in [1] and thus was identical to the method used to reduce flow
graphs in [6] (it should be noted that this flow graph method was not applied to
reduce systems to a normal form, as here; it was solely a method of aggregation).
In this section, we demonstrate a polynomial-time matrix algorithm which can
reduce an arbitrary stochastic transition system to its normal form.
In the algorithm presented, Laplace transforms are used to represent the distributions so that we can take advantage of the convolution result for random
variables, namely: LX +Y (z) can be constructed from LX (z)LY (z).

3.2 Solving An Example
Using an example we will illustrate the main points of the algorithm before restating it more generally at the end of the section.

Fig. 5. An example stochastic transition system described by transition matrix, T .

For the stochastic process example in figure 5, we construct a transition matrix, T :

0
T =@

0
0
LY (z)

pLW (z)
0
0

(1

? p)LZ (z)
LX (z)
0

1
A

(2)

where ti j represents the Laplace distribution of the direct transition from state i to
state j. In a similar fashion to transition matrices in Markov chains, this allows us
to obtain possibly useful quantities such as T n which represents the n-transition
matrix and (ei T )  ( 1 1 1 ) which represents the departure distribution from
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a given state, i. (ei is the unit vector, consisting of the elements (ei ) j = δi j , where
δi j = 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise.)
However, what we require is a matrix M with elements mi j , which represents
the passage-time distribution [3] from a state i to a state j. This passage-time distribution represents the return distributions of the normal forms described earlier.
By finding the return distributions between each of the states, we can easily construct the normal forms, and in doing so demonstrate that the normal forms exist
for those states.
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate a way of constructing M from
T . We will proceed by constructing an individual column of M for this example
and then in the next section easily generalise to the whole matrix.
For state 1 in the example system of figure 5, the column of the return distribution matrix M that we are interested in is m j1 , for 0  j  2. This column
vector represents the return distributions to state 1 from states 0, 1 and 2. These
distributions can then be used directly in the return transitions of the appropriate
normal form; in this case, the normal form for state 1 (figure 6) would only have
a single out-edge and thus only a single return edge. The reason that the other
distributions need to be generated is that they may be referenced by the equation
which yields the desired return distribution, as will be seen.
In generating the return distributions, we need to prune the transition system
to remove the out-edges from the state under consideration, and make it an absorbing state for the system. To achieve this, we need to modify T appropriately
by replacing the 1-row of T by the unit vector e1 , ( 0 1 0 ).
We notice that a return distribution from state 2 to state 1, say, can be constructed by convolving a Y transition with the return distribution from 0 to 1. In
a similar way, using this modified system, we can construct a recursive relation
between all the return distributions, which is terminated by the absorbing state 1:

0m 1 0
@ m0111 A = @
m21

0
0
LY (z)

pLW (z)
1
0

(1

? p)LZ (z)
0
0

10 m 1
A @ 101 A

(3)

m21

giving two equations in two unknowns, m01 and m21 , and a third equation, m11 = 1,
which makes state 1 an absorbing state. The quantities m01 and m21 can now be
solved using standard linear algebra techniques to obtain the return distributions:
X

1

0
m21

Fig. 6. The Cox-Miller Normal Form for the selected state 1 in the example stochastic transition system
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m01 =

pLA (z)
;
1 ? (1 ? p)LC(z)LD (z)

m21 =

pLA (z)LD (z)
1 ? (1 ? p)LC(z)LD (z)

(4)

As was mentioned earlier, in the original system state 1 had only a single outedge to state 2. This can now be reduced to Cox-Miller Normal Form with the
original out-distribution, X, leaving state 1 and the distribution m21 comprising
the aggregate return distribution (figure 6).
If there had been an out-edge from state 1 to state 0 as well then we would
have used m01 explicitly to create a 2 out-edge normal form around state 1.

3.3 Solving the General Case
For a general system, we can restate the method above as follows:
Step 1: Create an n  n transition matrix T where ti j represents the Laplace distributions of each transition.
Step 2: We seek to create a matrix M from T which represents the return transitions (or passage-time transitions) between states using equation (5).
For a given state i, we can construct the following recursive relation involving the return distributions and the modified transition matrix T (i) . The
transition matrix is modified to ensure termination of the recursive equation, by making the chosen state an absorbing state (by the definition of
return distributions):
[m ji ] = T

(i)

[m ji

(i)

]

(5)

where T (i) is constructed from T by replacing row i of T by the vector ei ;
and [m ji (i) ] is constructed from [m ji ] by setting mii (i) = 1 and m ji (i) = m ji
for i 6= j.

Step 4: The resulting n ? 1 equations are for n ? 1 unknowns and can be solved
by standard methods, like Gaussian elimination.
Step 5: Having obtained M (or any subset of columns of M as required), we are
now in a position to construct the normal forms for any of the states by
using the elements of M as the return distributions.
The above method is O(n3 ) for a single state and therefore O(n4 ) for the whole
system if using a method such as Gaussian elimination to solve the n ? 1 linear
equations. However, this can be improved to O(n2:8 ) and O(n3:8 ) respectively for
more sophisticated algorithms.
Solving the normal forms for the steady-state distribution does not add to
the complexity so we can compare this directly with a Markovian system which
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would take O(n3 ) time to obtain the steady-state distribution for the entire system, if using Gaussian elimination. In general, this makes traditional Markovian
techniques an order of n faster than this method, but with the advantage in the
stochastic transition system case that general distributions can be manipulated.
Also, a matrix of return distributions is found which are potentially much more
descriptive than the steady-state distribution, as they can give extra variance and
reliability information.
Tantalisingly, it looks likely that the actual number of computations to obtain
a steady-state probability for a single state using the matrix method could be less
than the number required to obtain an entire distribution from a Markovian system
(simply because the size of the matrices differs by a constant). If this is confirmed
then there is the possibility of producing partial steady-state distributions for a
Markovian system for less computational cost than through solving the entire
system.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced stochastic transition systems, an algebraic representation of semi-Markov processes. We have constructed mappings from Markovian process algebras, PEPA and MTIPP, as well as a fully generally-distributed
stochastic process algebra to their equivalent stochastic transition system.
We have used a process called stochastic aggregation to reduce the stochastic
transition systems to a normal form about individual states. These can be easily
analysed to obtain the steady-state probability for that state.
Finally, we present a matrix method for generating these normal forms, which
has the benefit of being computationally much quicker than a flow graph-based
reduction method would be. We obtain time complexities of O(n3 ) for single state
steady-state probabilities. Therefore, this gives us for the first time the possibility
that partial steady-state distributions can be created as required.
We also note that it may be possible to generate individual steady-state probabilities in less time than for solving an entire Markovian steady-state distribution.
However, this will need to be comparatively tested on actual tools to confirm the
result.
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